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Abstract
Modern childhood, schooling and the nation are closely entangled (Burman, 2008; Millei & Imre, 2015).
Schooling plays a crucial role in the reproduction of nation. Through schooling, children are emerging as
national subjects in their identities, views and beliefs, practices and feelings. Despite the manifold
relations of childhood, nation and school, how children learn about the national ‘we’ and culture, locate
their identities in nation and how they perform the nation as part of their everyday lives are little
investigated in education, and comparative education in particular. This lack of focus is particularly
curious within comparative education producing a large body of knowledge about the reproduction of
nation through national policies, curricula, citizenship education. Comparative education is a field that
produces the nation by bestowing certain ‘national’ characteristics to education systems, despite repeated
critiques of methodological nationalism leveled against this approach (e.g. Dale & Robertson, 2007;
Amelina, Nergiz, Faist, Schiller and Glick, 2012). Thus, while the nation has prime importance for
comparative education, it seems the nation, looked from a child’s perspective, enjoys almost no attention
at all.
Educational policies (re)assert the primacy of national community in its citizens’ thinking, being and
feeling, typically through history, geography or social studies curricula or civic and citizenship education
(Bonikowski, 2016). There are also implicit ways in which national culture underpins the everyday life of
schools and societies manifesting ‘customary’ national ways of being and acting, national discourses,
practices and material environments. These implicit ways the nation operates are termed by nationalism
scholars as ‘banal’ and ‘everyday nationalism’ (Billig, 1995; Skey, 2011; Fox, 2017 etc.). ‘Banal
nationalism’ (Billig, 1995) focuses on national narratives, identities, and symbols of nationhood, as well as
the social and psychological dynamics that underpin those, to reproduce institutional cultures and
discursive tropes creating and shaping the experience of everyday life. Eleanor Knott (2015)
characterizes this as a more top-down approach of exploring quotidian forms of nationalism following Eric
Hobsbawm’s (1992) differentiation. Eric Hobsbawm (1992, p. 10) also highlights the importance of more
bottom-up aspects of nationalism, including our understandings of the “assumptions, hopes, needs,
longings and interests of ordinary people”. Approaches to ‘everyday nationhood’ take as their starting
point ordinary people and their social practice as they talk about, give meaning to, accomplish, undermine
or subvert the nation through routine activities. Proponents of this approach question the extent to which
nationhood is present in everyday life, spot contestations (e.g. Jones & Merriman 2009), and assert that
everyday nationhood is not always coterminous with nationalism (Knott, 2016).

In his presentation, we focus on how children engage with the national culture and learn the nation in two
preschools located in two countries, one in Australia and the other in Hungary. Australia is a settler
post-colonial nation on its own continent. Hungary is a post-socialist country in Central Europe. Systemic
provisions of early childhood education differ greatly in these contexts, including prominent ideologies and
pedagogies underpinning those, and thus they also shape how nation can be/is learned by children. We
make no attempt to generalize from one setting to how nation in general operates in every institution
within a country, which would maintain a form of methodological nationalism already critiqued in
comparative education (e.g. Dale & Robertson, 2007; Amelina, Nergiz, Faist, Schiller and Glick, 2012).
We rather sensitize researchers and educational actors to the complex, and context specific ways in
which nation habitually operates (Fox, 2017). We take the two preschools as cases in which we can
explore the specific operation of everyday nationalism, to learn in context-rich ways (Flyvbjerg, 2006). We
follow Sørensen (2010), who proposes a strategy of ‘multi-sited comparability’, suggesting that the
researcher alternates between two positionings (‘inside’ and ‘outside’) and between geographic and
conceptual sites during the ethnographic fieldwork to create comparability and the research object or unit
of comparison.
We contrast and juxtapose the rich ethnographic descriptions of Australian and Hungarian preschools
focused on place and place-making, embodiment and becoming, objects and materialities, and emotions
and affects. We aim to show how the ‘pedagogy of nation’ (Millei, 2019) operates in different ways in
these two settings: in Australia it draws on contemporary patterns of lifestyle, whereas in Hungary it
rekindles past traditions within contemporary global flows of culture. We call for critical scrutiny of nation
in early years pedagogies, and schools in general, so nation does not become deliberately exclusionary,
openly engendering separateness and superiority.
The overall aims of the presentation is thus, first, to problematize the innocence of nation as a taken of
granted framework of everyday life and belonging that is unreflexively followed and accepted. Second, we
wish to link everyday nationalism (and its potential mobilization as extreme nationalism) to oligarchic
capitalism and the Anthropocene. Nationalism entails boundary construction, but in our unfolding climate
catastrophe boundaries are counter-productive to the survival of future generations. Thus, it is essential to
link in any analysis nationalism, capitalism and the Anthropocene to understand what prevents politicians
and academics, teachers and students from making the necessary steps, and avert the death of future
generations and entire nations.

